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1. INTRODUCTION

While investors may be fairly confident in assessing individual 
distributed generation projects—particularly megawatt-scale 
opportunities—given the scarcity of companies operating 
pure-play mini-grid DESCOs at scale, there is limited insight 
into what constitutes a financially sound business. Further-
more, there is no real consensus on which portions of the mini-
grid DESCO value chain should be fundamentally profitable 
versus where incentives may be needed, and under which cir-
cumstances there may be a policy imperative to provide them. 
As such, it is difficult to consistently attract the right volumes 
and combinations of capital to companies at critical points in 
their life cycle. 

The aim of this effort was to take a first step in helping lend-
ers and investors better assess the bankability of mini-grid 
DESCOs by:

• Developing a set of standardized metrics (financial
 and other) against which mini-grid DESCOs can
 be assessed
• Providing indicative ranges and/or thresholds within
 which performance against these metrics should
 ideally fall; and 
• Sharing an initial analysis of the current performance
 of a selection of mini-grid DESCOs along these
 dimensions.

The analysis therefore centers on understanding each step of 
mini-grid DESCOs’ operational value chains to try and “un-
pack” areas of strength and weakness, and contribute to objec-
tively addressing these concerns.

This is a significant attempt to put numbers behind what have 
to date been largely anecdotal discussions on the potential for 
mini-grid DESCOs to be an important part of the off-grid solu-
tion to close the energy access gap. While it is acknowledged 
that there are some limitations in this analysis—for instance in 
terms of covering very different business models, and not having 
complete responses from all of the participating DESCOs—we 
hope to provide a useful “lay-of-the-land.” It merits mention that 
IFC expects to repeat the exercise in mid-2017, to follow how 
the market is evolving, further segment DESCOs by business 
model, and more precisely focus the analysis based on feedback 
from this first round.

In mid-2016, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) carried out a benchmarking exercise 
of mini-grid distributed energy services companies (DESCOs) as part of its market development 
work in Tanzania. The objective of the benchmarking was to undertake a quantitative analysis 
of the sector in order to help stakeholders better design interventions to catalyze the growth 
of—and thereby increase investor interest in—mini-grid DESCOs. Understanding the operational 
and financial performance of DESCOs is critical to assessing the investment potential of these 
companies. It is also an important input for better designing support from the public sector and 
development partners.
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1.1 Background

The IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in emerging 
markets. Within IFC, the Energy & Resource Efficiency Advisory Services Unit works to develop clean energy opportunities and 
improve resource use across a range of sectors in emerging markets. 

As part of a wider set of strategic energy access initiatives in sub-Saharan Africa, IFC is implementing a mini-grids program in 
Tanzania that focuses on accelerating the development of this off-grid market segment as part of the country’s broader household 
electrification agenda. The program is being implemented in partnership with Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Programme (SREP) and 
in close collaboration with the Rural Energy Agency of Tanzania. The Tanzania Mini-grid Program is helping to catalyze a DESCO 
sector based on mini-grid businesses by: 

 Strengthening operational models. Identifying, developing, and taking to financial closure commercially viable mini-grid 
 DESCOs that can leverage private sector resources.

 Developing the market. Providing support in key areas of the mini-grid ecosystem, including generating critical market 
 intelligence in the form of data that all developers need in order to grow their businesses, and supporting financial 
 institutions to extend long-term financing to mini-grid developers.

These are in response to the barriers to the scaling-up of commercial energy access ventures. Figure 1.1 shows how these barriers 
can be categorized into six key areas that affect such businesses.

IFC initiatives in the distributed energy sector.

BUSINESS
MODEL

Fundamental operational challenges in 
serving remote and low-income markets 
(accessibility, payment, maintenance).

ACCESS TO
FINANCING

Insufficient concessionary finance to 
de-risk investments or for unviable 
parts of value chain.

Commercial financing typically
inaccessible for ticket sizes below
$10 million.

POLICY, LEGAL
& REGULATORY

Lack of clarity on the role of mini- 
grids in broader electrification strategy.

Unclear compensation mechanisms
for stranded assets when main grid
arrives.

LOCAL CAPACITY
& TALENT

Lack of relevant technical and
commercial skills to scale-up.

IMPLICIT
DEMAND

Initially low or unpredictable demand 
for power in rural areas.

Limited geographical overlap of resi-
dential and commercial users (may be 
key for some business models).

MARKET
INTELLIGENCE

Lack of transparent and reliable data 
to guide decisions (demographics, 
urbanization, ability to pay, regulation, 
potential local partners).

Figure 1.1: Key barriers to scale-up of commercial energy access ventures
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1.2 Context

The current state of the distributed energy sector. 

¹ Unless otherwise indicated, all amounts are in US dollars.
2 International Finance Corporation. 2012. “From Gap to Opportunity: Business Models for Scaling-up Energy Access.”
³ Note: This figure was calculated by multiplying capacity of one “typical” grid by the total number of grids. As grid capacities vary significantly for some DESCOs 
  this should be treated as a rough approximation at best.
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Around 1.1 billion people globally—and 600 million people 
in Africa alone—currently live without access to electricity. 
Given the critical role that modern energy services play in 
meeting the Sustainable Development Goals, electrification 
has become a central focus of many governments and develop-
ment partners. In parallel, a range of companies—from small, 
local enterprises to international innovators to multinational 
utilities and technology solution providers—are recognizing 
the commercial opportunity for providing better quality energy 
services. What’s more, many are offering energy services at a 
lower cost than current household expenditure on kerosene, 
candles, and charging services for mobile phones, which IFC 
estimates to be around $19 billion¹ annually across emerging 
markets2. 

The mini-grid DESCO business model, using renewable (solar, 
biomass, hydro, or wind) or hybrid generation technologies 
ranging in size from less than 10 kilowatts (kW) to five mega-
watts (MW), is increasingly seen as a high-potential approach 
to serving a portion of the off-grid market, especially in areas 
where there is significant productive activity. Indeed, there 
has been significant discussion over the past few years about 
the potential for mini-grids to fundamentally shift the manner 
in which electricity is delivered to people “at the end of the 
line.” In some circles, there is excitement about mini-grids with 
several recent publications developing best practices to help 
scale-up the sector (focusing largely on policy, regulation, and 
capacity building approaches). In others, questions are being 
posed about the fundamental commercial viability of mini-grid 
DESCOs. There is also concern about their “real” growth po-
tential given the relatively limited availability of beyond an-
ecdotal data on the nascent mini-grids sector, contrasted with 
the recent rapid expansion of frontier companies in what some 
view as the potentially “competing” pay-as-you-go or solar 
home system DESCO space. 

Regardless of the preconceptions that one might have, what 
is clear is that, although interest in scaling-up mini-grid DE-
SCOs is growing, there is a dearth of data-driven analysis of 
the operational and financial performance of the sector. This 
benchmarking is a first attempt to help inform the discussion 
by delving into the actual performance of mini-grid DESCOs.

In selecting participants for the benchmarking, the focus was 
on companies that have, or are pursuing, commercially viable 
and scalable business models. Effort was made to secure a sam-
ple that spanned the geographical and technological spectrum 
of this admittedly early-stage industry, though inevitably the 
sample is skewed toward businesses that were known or made 
known to the research team, and were willing and able to pro-
vide adequate high-quality data. In hindsight, however, it is 
recognized that the criteria used for the selection process could 
have been more narrowly defined, to minimize the difference 
in business models, thus allowing more direct comparisons be-
tween companies and more detailed conclusions.

Figure 1.2 provides an overview of the mini-grid DESCOs cov-
ered by the benchmarking. The sample represents companies 
with grids operating in seven countries and on three continents. 
We estimate that the DESCOs participating in the exercise have 
cumulatively installed over 23MW of capacity³ and have built 
almost 2,500 grids with close to 60,000 connections.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of mini-grid DESCOs covered by the benchmarking
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concessional loans with long tenors for businesses that had 
only been in operation for a few years, and were running models 
that depended on long-term revenues with little in the form of 
guarantees or risk mitigation. Mini-grid DESCO risk factors 
need to be better understood for investors to be able to offer 
appropriate financial products.

Taking these key areas into account we concentrated on two 
levels of analysis—at the business level and at the value chain 
level—using a detailed framework to guide data collection 
and provide insights of relevance to a financial due diligence. 
Figure 1.3 shows the structure of both these levels as well as 
the factors that were considered.

The starting point was to consult investors active in the off-
grid energy sector in emerging markets to better understand 
what they are looking for in potential investment targets. These 
conversations highlighted issues related to the lack of data on 
mini-grids DESCO models across three key areas:

 Market potential. Despite the optimism of develop-
 ment partners and entrepreneurs, many investors 
remain skeptical of the growth potential of mini-grid DESCOs, 
often questioning their ability to identify viable grid sites 
and retain customers. Almost across the board, investors are 
uncertain of the driving factors of mini-grid revenue, particularly 
given the differences in demand and revenue potential between 
customer profiles (e.g. residential versus commercial).

 Time to overall company breakeven. Due to differ-
 ences in generation technologies and revenue models, 
there is some variability in time to profitability at the business (not 
site) level. Without publicly available financial information, 
investors are unable to assess the potential of a prospective 
investment relative to the larger industry. Greater detail is 
needed on the revenue models employed by DESCOs and the 
corresponding trends in consumer behavior. Requirements for 
overall profitability need to be more clearly defined, and the 
path to get there better articulated.

 Financing expectations. Investors consistently repor-
 ted misalignment between mini-grid DESCOs’ 
financing needs and investors’ current assessments of realistic 
terms for business models that in many cases have long 
payback periods with no guaranteed off-taker or Power Purchase 
Agreements (PPA). This was particularly true of debt financing, 
with investors lamenting that mini-grid DESCOs often sought 

6

1.3 Approach

Understanding investor concerns, and using data combined with business model and value chain analyses to
generate insights into mini-grid DESCOs and the sector more broadly.
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Figure 1.3: Analyses of mini-grid DESCOs as part of this benchmarking
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In terms of business level assessment, questions centered on the DESCOs’ grid portfolio, administrative make up, growth plans, 
financing, and expansion strategies. Given time and resource constraints, the benchmarking did not attempt to capture the operational details 
of every grid site, as many DESCOs operate several, and in some cases dozens, of individual systems. In addition, site-level statistics 
can miss the broader point, which is whether or not a company—and not just an individual site—is fundamentally commercially viable. 

Mini-grid DESCOs can use different approaches, units, and formats for data reporting. In these cases, we performed an intermediate 
step of data cleaning to enable cross-DESCO comparison. In some instances, DESCOs either did not have access to, or did not feel 
comfortable sharing, certain pieces of information. Because of this, some analyses draw from a sample that is smaller than the total 
sum of participating companies. The size of the included sample is shown in all charts presented in this report—indicated with an 
“n” followed by the sample size—and reflects available data for the relevant analysis. Table 1.1 displays the categories of data that 
were collected.
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Table 1.1: Data collected during benchmarking

COMPANY
OVERVIEW

REPRESENTATIVE GRID 
OVERVIEW & SETUP

FINANCING

GENERATION

- Business stage & years to breakeven
- Main customer type
- Management staff & years of experience
- HQ & locations of current & future grid operations
- DESCO business model
- Generation technologies & revenue models of grids
- Aspects of value chain (in-house vs. outsourced)
- Proprietary technology, if any
- Presence of other revenue streams

- Name, location, launch date & time to set up
- Generating technology, size & modularity
- Grid radius & connections achieved within radius
- Monthly growth in connections & consumption
- Distance to national grid
- Sales, distribution, servicing partnerships
- Land costs
- Generation equipment costs
- Site assessment & labor costs
- Cabling cost per connection
- Trends in grid capital costs

- Breakdown of capital raised to date
- Future capital need requirements
- Special funding structures, if any
- Challenges to raising capital
- Availability of finance

- Installed, peak & average load sizes
- Supply duration & type: AC or DC
- Transmission losses percentage
- Battery technology & capacity
- Type of generation inputs needed
- Average input cost per kWh generated
- Electricity grid service tier capability (tier 1, 2, 3, 4)
- Technology specific considerations
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CUSTOMER ACQUISITIONS
& SALES

SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE

SITE
IDENTIFICATION

- Type of users
- Presence of anchor
   • If yes, PPA details & percentage consumption
- Registration cost per connection
- Connection details by residential & non-residential:
  • Number of current and new monthly connections
  • Connection fees & additional accessories provided
  • Percentage of paying connections
  • Maximum average & total monthly consumption
  • Revenue model, payment mechanism & tariffs
- Disconnection trigger & process
- Minimum number of potential & needed connections

- Service & maintenance costs by in-house & outsourced:
  • Metering costs
  • Operation cost per site
  • Customer support per connection
  • Number of field staff to service grid
  • Payment collection cost per connection
  • Data acquisition & analysis cost
- Number of maintenance events per month
- Number of maintenance events requiring a staff visit
- Average hours of service outages per month

- Minimum population density & household income
- Maximum setup & operational cost per connection
- Expected demand consumption per connection
- Minimum revenue per connection
- Maximum years to operational breakeven
- Regulatory considerations

- Competitor considerations; including distance to grid
- Customer preferences
- Compatibility with national grid
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When it comes to value chain analysis, without access to reliable information on the strategic and operational decisions facing mini-
grid DESCOs, it is difficult for investors to accurately assess which business models are appropriate and financially viable given their 
particular regulatory environments, geographies, and customer profiles. Hence we divided the value chain into six components 
that are found to be common denominators across companies. The value chain used herein is similar to those used in other 
DESCO market studies, such as the IFC 2012 report2, with additional analyses on site assessment, grid installation, and metering. 

Figure 1.4 lays out the key operational functions that are common across mini-grid DESCOs, although not every DESCO performs 
every step in this value chain. For instance, some businesses assess sites and set up grids but then transfer ownership to a third party 
for operation. 

The results of the benchmarking were analyzed in order to determine whether there are common problems faced by mini-grid 
DESCOs. These, as well as various solutions discovered, were assessed across the value chain, to gain insights into this growing 
industry, and from there, make recommendations to assist this sector in achieving its full potential.

Figure 1.4: Key operational functions across mini-grid DESCOs
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2. BUSINESS MODEL &
VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS

Identifying and assessing sites for grid suitability is the first 
challenge for DESCOs. The relative nascence of the industry 
means that there is considerable variability in strategies 
across companies, and even within DESCOs, approaches to site 
assessment are evolving quickly. 

DESCOs employ several tools to evaluate sites, often incorporating 
more than a dozen metrics. These filters fall into five categories:

 Geographic suitability. The first segmentation made
 by DESCOs is the elimination of geographies that 
do not fit technological, demographic, regulatory, or other 
practical parameters such as accessibility. In fact, DESCOs 
routinely restrict operations to a defined geography. These 
restrictions are either self-imposed to improve “ability to 
serve”, reduce overhead costs, develop familiarity within a 
region, or are mandated in licensing agreements. Additionally, 
specific primary energy sources and associated generating 
technologies—such as run-of river hydro and biomass—are 
often constrained to certain geographical locations. 
 

 Indicators of economic activity. The ability of 
 households to pay is a primary concern for all 
operators. Due to the inherent challenges of measuring 
disposable income, DESCOs often look to indirect indicators 
to estimate the viability of customers at prospective sites. 
Individual strategies for assessing ability to pay vary, generally 
centering on identifying corollaries of disposable income, and 
through repeated trials, arriving at a suitable metric. Some 
DESCOs use signs of wealth (e.g. the proportion of metal roofs 
in a village), while others use signs of economic activity (e.g. 
the number of shops, restaurants, or liquor stores). In regions 
where the information is available, DESCOs will use census 
data to facilitate this process.

This section summarizes the range of operational models employed by participating companies. It 
presents a holistic view of the value chain, highlighting common challenges and the various solu-
tions across six common denominators that exist in the industry. Detailed findings are provided, and 
where relevant, this analysis is supplemented with qualitative and contextual detail drawing from 
IFC’s broader experience in off-grid markets.

2.1 Site Identification & Assessment

DESCOs use several factors to assess sites for a successful grid placement.
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RESIDENTIAL + COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

 Availability of target customers. Broadly speaking, benchmarked DESCOs serve three types of customers. The first are 
 residential customers consisting of individual and family homes with energy service needs that do not extend beyond the 
basic, including lights, phone charging, cooling (fans), and in some cases entertainment (radio, television, and services provided by 
other appliances). Then there are small commercial customers with low to moderate energy demands for running restaurants, salons, 
kiosks, and other shops. (Customers with mixed residential and commercial use are categorized as commercial customers.) Finally, 
there are anchor, or large commercial, customers who have higher demand for energy services, most commonly telecom towers or 
larger agricultural and agro-processing facilities. 

Finding the right mix of customers is an obvious but not trivial criterion for site selection. The majority of DESCOs actively seek a 
mix of residential and small commercial customers. This inclusion of commercial customers is attractive for several reasons. Firstly, 
small commercial customers generally have higher energy needs than residential customers, and thus consume more energy and 
potentially provide higher revenues. Secondly, serving a mixed customer base potentially allows the DESCO to focus on a smaller 
geographical radius, thus reducing capital expenditure for the distribution part of the system, as shown in figure 2.1.

13

Thirdly, the presence of small commercial shops is often seen as a valuable indicator of broader economic activity within the 
community and can serve as a proxy for disposable income and higher potential use among residential customers. Finally, small 
commercial customers tend to use power mostly during the day which helps balance the typically higher nighttime demand of 
residential users.

Though less common, a few DESCOs—typically those with larger systems—focus specifically on securing an anchor customer 
capable of purchasing the majority of generated power. DESCOs operating under this model must first find and secure the anchor 
customer, further limiting the number of suitable sites.

Figure 2.1: Grid distances are smaller when serving commercial customers

1 2 3 4 5
km (n=15)

Commercial connections represent 
higher consumption, therefore grid 

distances can be smaller.
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 Community involvement. For sites that meet a 
 DESCO’s technical and demographic requirements, 
DESCOs emphasized the importance of establishing a strong 
rapport with community leadership. During this process of 
engaging and educating community members, DESCOs will 
often “pre-register” customers for service. Because of the 
importance of word of mouth influencing community buy-in, 
DESCOs will also often build mini-grids in close proximity to 
each other, under the jurisdiction of a single formal or informal 
regional authority. 

 Distance to, or interconnectivity with, main grid.
 A key concern for DESCOs is the potential extension
of the main grid into areas where the DESCOs are providing 
energy services. To be financially viable, mini-grids must 
be operational long enough to repay the capital outlay and 
associated overhead costs, as well as generate an acceptable 
return on investment. For those mini-grids that are not 
ultimately designed to be interconnected with the main grid, 
this means deliberately selecting areas that are not expected 
to be reached by the main grid for some time. However, most 
companies benchmarked have indicated that this is not always 
easy to predict. 

Taken together, these factors predict a site’s initial uptake and on-
going usage profile. For all DESCOs, the assessment process 
continues to evolve as more information on site performance 
is gathered. 

As shown in figure 2.2 there is a great deal of variance in the 
number of connections. Similar variation exists in the expected 
demand per installed grid, as can be seen in figure 2.3. This is 
a reflection of the different types of off-grid markets that exist. 
Finally, the average capital costs, and time required to set up 
grids, vary significantly by generation technology, as indicated 
by figure 2.4. As such, DESCOs that scale-up the most quickly 
have the following characteristics:

• They are modular and can be expanded over time 
 as demand grows
• They are containerized, at least theoretically 
 allowing for them to be removed (and repurposed) 
 in the event of extension of the main grid into their 
 service areas; and
• They have relatively low capital costs per module 
 installed. 

Figure 2.2: The number of connections per installed grid varies widely.
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Figure 2.3: Average demand per connection differs widely between DESCOs
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Figure 2.4: Average capital costs and time to grid setup, by technology
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2.2 Grid Setup

After a site is selected and all regulatory requirements are met, DESCOs generally begin construction as soon as possible. This is 
driven by both the company’s interest to begin bringing in revenue, and a desire to prove their intentions to the community for which 
they are building the grid. 

We found considerable variation in system sizes as well as the time required for DESCOs to build a working mini-grid. Systems 
generally conform to one of three broad profiles, providing energy services ranging from Tier 1 to Tier 4, as defined by Sustainable 
Energy for All’s Multi-tier Framework :

• Small grids. Low capacity grids offer Tier 1-2 (below 200 Wh/day) level basic services (e.g. lighting and phone charging). 
 Generally, these systems are almost exclusively solar, with capacities below 10kW, the ability to serve up to 100 
 households, and can be deployed rapidly with setup times as short as a few days.
• Mid-size grids. Mid-size mini-grids are capable of supplying customers with a wider set of services, including small 
 appliances (Tier 3, below 800 Wh/day). These grids typically have capacities between 10 and 100 kW, can serve several 
 hundred connections, and require several weeks to months to set up.
• Large grids. Capable of supplying Tier 4 service (1,600 Wh/day up to "grid quality" service), these larger systems    
 generally have capacities over 100kW and up to several MW, serve thousands of households and take between 12 and 
 24 months to design and construct.

In general, grid capacity also varies by generation technology, as can be seen in figure 2.5.

There are a variety of mini-grid sizes and generation technologies to consider in the analysis.

Figure 2.5:  Average installed capacity differs by generation technology

   Although a number of sub-categorizations of mini-grids exist (e.g. nano- and micro-grids), no standard industry definitions have been agreed upon. The categories 
used in this report are based on the International Renewable Energy Agency’s 2015 definitions, described in “Off-grid Renewable Energy Systems: Status and 
Methodological Issues” (http://www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/IRENA_Off-grid_Renewable_Systems_WP_2015.pdf)
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2.3 Generation

Technology choices and other constraints dictate a DESCO’s electricity service offering.

DESCOs use a range of generation technologies to power their 
mini-grids, which owing to related site identification constraints, 
complexity of construction, and financing requirements, imply 
substantially different growth trajectories and business mod-
els. Among benchmarked DESCOs, the following technologies 
emerged as the most commonly employed:

 Solar PV. By far the most commonly used technology 
 in the sample, solar photovoltaic (PV) technology 
is attractive to DESCOs due to its declining capital costs and 
suitability for most equatorial climates . Solar panels can be 
imported duty-free into many countries and can be erected 
quickly, requiring relatively little technical expertise. However, 
solar comes with a number of drawbacks, primarily its inabil-
ity to supply power at night without a battery. Since residen-
tial demand is often at its peak in the early evenings, DESCOs 
choosing a “pure PV” solution must invest heavily in batteries, 
increasing grid complexity and cost. Solar also offers a less 
flexible generation capacity to other technologies, as changes to 
capacity generally involve physically installing or removing 
panels. This can create challenges for load management, par-
ticularly when supplying power to commercial customers with 
variable demand. Recent innovations in modular solar designs 
have, however, helped address these concerns for many DES-
COs. Finally, though equatorial climates experience direct 
sunlight for much of the year, they also typically experience 
short but intense rainy seasons, which can greatly decrease the 
power generation. 

 Biomass. Though less common than solar, biomass 
 is another popular primary energy source as it is often  
a cheap, widely available input in many developing countries, 
particularly heavily agrarian regions. Unlike solar, biomass 
plants are capable of producing power 24/7 and can thus serve 
users throughout the night. DESCOs operating biomass plants 
generally form relationships with local farming establishments 
to source inputs. Despite the general ubiquity of sources of bio-
mass, operation requires continual procurement of feedstock—
most commonly rice, maize, and sugarcane—and carries asso-
ciated sourcing and purchasing costs and risks.

DESCOs operating biomass plants also report that these factors 
create additional constraints in site availability and selection. 
 
 Hydro. Of renewable technologies, hydro tends to 
 offer the lowest levelized cost of generation, and is 
capable of supplying grid-quality power to large populations. 
However, the technology comes with a number of disadvantag-
es. Most obvious is the need to find a location with a sufficient 
volume flow rate to support generation, and naturally this limits 
the number of sites suitable for hydro plants. Thus, hydro DE-
SCOs in this benchmarking viewed scale more as a matter of 
growing demand and distribution networks across a few grids 
rather than building large numbers of individual grids. As such 
it is debatable whether hydro grids strictly meet the definition 
of a DESCO which includes the ability and desire to replicate 
sites and scale the business. However, in many cases connecting 
additional households to one large generating facility could be 
more scalable in a given area than building large numbers of 
smaller, free-standing sites. Additionally, hydro plants have a 
relatively inflexible maximum capacity unsuited to modular-
ity. For this reason, plants are often built to provide a level of 
power that is likely to outstrip demand for years to come. 

 Hybrid. Hybridizing solar systems has become an
 increasingly common strategy for overcoming many 
of the downsides of solar technology mentioned above. The 
primary technologies DESCOs in the benchmarking have used 
in conjunction with solar systems are biomass, wind, and diesel. 
In all cases, solar generation provides the primary source, with 
secondary sources providing power when solar is insufficient to 
meet demand (e.g. at nighttime or during the rainy season). This 
strategy reduces the load burden on batteries, often lowering 
capital costs. 

A partial view of the number of DESCOs using these technolo-
gies is shown in figure 2.6, alongside a comparison of generation 
technology (figure 2.8) and, installed capacity when a secondary 
technology is used together with solar in hybrid grids (figure 
2.7). 
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    David Feldman et al. 2015. “Photovoltaic Pricing Trends: Historical, Recent, and Near-term Protection.” Technical report.5
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The geographical constraints of biomass and hydropower based systems, combined with rapidly declining capital costs, have 
increased the popularity of solar PV generation technologies. However, as consumer demand for 24-hour power increases, and 
although battery storage is becoming increasingly common, mini-grid DESCOs are either adopting hybrid solutions that use 
diesel to reduce the high power storage requirements of systems using PV with batteries, or adding storage—which benefits from 
rapidly declining capital costs—to meet demand. Of the DESCOs benchmarked, over half are able to supply 24/7 power, as shown 
in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.6: Methods of power generation used
by DESCOs

Figure 2.7: Installed capacity of selected hybrid DESCOs

Figure 2.9: Daily duration of power supply by DESCOsFigure 2.8: Generation technologies of hybrid DESCOs
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2.4 Sales & Distribution

DESCOs tend to choose between two distinct revenue models, depending largely on their customer mix. 

To ensure profitable operations, DESCOs must devise a sales 
and distribution strategy that properly addresses the challenges 
of operating in rural, often low-income communities. Customers 
may be unfamiliar with electricity generation and use, distrust 
service providers (especially in areas where grid extension or 
other energy services have been promised but as yet have failed 
to materialize), and more often than not have variable and un-
predictable incomes. 

In this context, DESCOs participating in the benchmarking face 
a number of strategic decisions regarding sales and distribution 
of their energy services, perhaps the most notable being their 
service offering and revenue model:

 Service offering. The service a DESCO is able to  
 offer is dictated primarily by the capacity and capabil-
ity of its generation technology. However, DESCOs are often 
able to control the flow of power via metering, and those oper-
ating the service bundle model are able to package services in 
terms of duration and quantity, allowing them to control service 
levels within a single grid.

 Revenue model. DESCOs consistently spoke of the 
 importance of choosing a revenue model that is ca-
pable of flexibly accommodating the needs of their target cus-
tomers. Two models emerged as the most common. The first 
is a utility model, which charges consumers on a per kilowatt 
hours (kWh) consumed basis. Invoicing occurs either after the 
power has been consumed, or on a prepaid basis where con-
sumers top-up and then use power up to the value of the prepaid 
amount. The second model utilizes service bundles. These are 
package offerings that group common uses of electricity, such 
as a certain number of hours of light, phone charging, or other 
appliance usage per month. Such bundles are often more ac-
cessible to consumers unfamiliar with utility terminology and 
pricing schemes.

Due to its simplicity and flexibility, the majority of DESCOs 
use a utility model. However, a significant minority have cho-
sen to offer service bundles. DESCOs in the benchmarking 
described service bundles as being particularly useful for two 
reasons. Firstly, the strategy allows businesses to translate their 
product into terms that customers widely understand as valu-
able. Secondly, DESCOs are able to selectively price bundles 
to earn surpluses from price differentiation.
 
A higher proportion of residential customers to commercial 
customers results in increased use of service bundles, while 
the presence of anchor customers drives a utility model, as can 
be seen in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: DESCO revenue models depend largely
on the customer mix
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2.5 Metering & Payment

Smart metering is used by larger, higher capacity grid operators while payment methods depend on the technological 
capacity of customers or the grids themselves. 

Due to fairly low per-capita demand, mini-grid operators—
especially those selling primarily to residential and small 
commercial customers—must scale to reach profitability. Large 
numbers of geographically distributed customers, combined 
with a need to closely monitor usage, have pushed many 
DESCOs to adopt automated metering and payment systems. 
In general, two types of meters are found:

 Basic. Low-capacity, low-service grids tend to 
 employ more basic, less expensive metering 
technology. These meters monitor numerous connections, 
and in some cases multiple grids, simultaneously. They are 
capable of recording and transmitting high-level usage metrics, 
including power generated and used, voltage in and out, voltage 
on panels, and total hours of service. 

 Smart. Larger grids offering more diverse services 
 often opt for more advanced metering technologies. 
Generally, these meters are placed on every connection as well 
as on the generating asset itself. These meters are capable of 
tracking detailed demand patterns (how much electricity is 
used, when it is used, and for what purpose) on a per connection 
basis. For DESCOs that offer service bundles, advanced meters 
are capable of distinguishing and tracking types of usage (e.g. 
lights versus phone charging). Data is collected at the point of 
use and transmitted via cellular networks to a central database. 
With sufficiently advanced systems, DESCOs have real-time 
visibility into demand. The remote data monitoring can be used 
for analysis as well as active load and service management. 
For example, DESCOs have the ability to program rules in the 
metering software that can trigger service changes in response 
to a consumption peak, or customer disconnections due to non-
payment, allowing DESCOs to manage off-take risk and better 
predict ongoing payment habits.

The ability of DESCOs to communicate accurately and rapidly 
with their grids is also used to facilitate payment collection. 
There are three commonly used payment mechanisms:

 Agent or cash. Agents on staff or on commission 
 collect cash payments directly from customers at 
central collection locations or by door-to-door customer 
tracking. Agents aggregate and send payment information to 
a central database. In this way customers are able to pay for 
power without owning mobile phones. This model is generally 
used by low-capacity grids which do not have meters capable 
of tracking the consumption of individual customers.

 Vouchers. These are sold through kiosks or desig-
 nated dealers. Customers purchase vouchers and  submit 
codes using mobile phones to top-up their credit. 

 Mobile money. In countries where mobile money 
 exists, customers can top-up their energy balance from 
their mobile phones without traveling to a kiosk or interfacing 
with an agent. 

The preferences for each payment mechanism according 
to region and customer type are laid out in figures 2.11 and 
2.12 respectively. Where available, companies opt for mobile 
money for the collection of revenue (in Africa, all benchmarked 
DESCOs use mobile money or vouchers). This approach is 
not only more cost-effective in terms of collections, but also 
substantially minimizes the risk of non-payment. Irrespective of 
the payment mechanism, figure 2.13 shows that prepayment is 
the preferred method of collection. Further, figure 2.14 illustrates 
how all mini-grid DESCOs serving residential customers use 
prepay systems.
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Figure 2.11: Payment mechanisms vary between regions
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Figure 2.14: A prepaid model tends to fit with residential customers
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Figure 2.13: Prepayment is popular in some regions but not ubiquitous
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2.6 After Sales

Some grids require more attention than others, but two general approaches to resolving problems are followed. 

DESCOs consistently highlight the importance of customer communication and timely maintenance of any faults in the system. All 
benchmarked DESCOs operate either full- or part-time call centers, serving as the first line of support for grid problems. Tickets are 
created when a customer calls the center, or meters record a service anomaly when this is technologically feasible. When problems 
arise that cannot be solved over the phone, DESCOs send technicians to investigate and resolve the problem. Two primary approaches 
to after-sales technical support were found:

 Central dispatch. Service technicians are housed at a central location, generally in the same city as the DESCO’s  
 head office. Problems requiring in-person technical assistance are forwarded to the team of technicians who then  
 travel into the field. 

 Distributed dispatch. DESCOs train local technicians in common grid maintenance issues and create distributed networks 
 of repair supplies. When tickets are raised at the call center, dispatchers alert the local technician to address the problem. 
Distributed technicians are generally able to service multiple grids, often doubling as sales agents. For larger repairs, DESCOs send 
staff from a more highly trained technical team from the head office. 

The number of technicians on staff is dictated primarily by the number of outage events that the grid experiences. Unsurprisingly, 
there is therefore considerable variation in frequency among DESCOs. Some grids, like hydro, biomass, and diesel, require ongoing 
attention. Solar and wind, on the other hand, are capable of operating more independently. Other decisions, such as electing to bury 
cables rather than stringing them above ground, can reduce the frequency of outages, but often come at higher initial capital cost. 

24
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3. INSIGHTS FROM THE DATA

The term “mini-grid” is often a catch-all for distributed gen-
eration systems that are connected to multiple end-users using 
some type of wire. However, the reality is that the differences 
in—and implications of—technology choices, service levels 
offered, and company “sponsors” are significant. 

Firstly, mini-grid DESCOs offer energy services that span the 
gamut of Tier 1 to Tier 4, as shown previously. Where they 
provide Tier 1-2 service—essentially enough to power a few 
lights and chargers—it could be questioned whether mini-grid 
technologies are the right solution for meeting the most basic 
household-level needs. Certainly from a developer perspective, 
it is likely that the payback of a solar home system offering Tier 
1-2 service would be faster than for a mini-grid providing the 
same level of service. That said, while solar home systems may 
be cheaper for Tier 1-2 services, mini-grids can provide more 
consistent and higher wattage. So if the ultimate aim of a devel-
oper is to over time serve higher levels of demand spread over 
a range of customers, then the technology choice might differ. 
But if the upper boundary of service is Tier 2, then a solar home 
system would arguably offer higher overall profitability at the 
system level. This does not imply that overall company-level 
profitability would necessarily be higher for solar home sys-
tems, however.

On the other extreme, some companies have designed a Tier 
4 system, but struggle to make their business model profit-
able due to a lack of sufficiently interesting sites in a specific 
country or region. This is more of an issue of supply looking 
for demand. These DESCOs should perhaps refocus efforts on 
understanding what the market needs and then offer flexible 
technology solutions that fit their target customer profile. 

Secondly, there is a great deal of variability in developers or 
sponsors of DESCOs benchmarked. Some DESCOs are owned 
and operated by local business people; others are innovative 
start-ups that have in-country head offices but originate from 
overseas; and still others are ventures of large domestic con-
glomerates or multinational corporations from the utility sector, 
technology solutions providers, or agriculture and extractive 
industries, seeking to enter the off-grid market in developing 
countries for strategic or practical reasons.

This is relevant as we believe that, ultimately, scale-up requires 
a range of characteristics, skills, and resources that might lend 
itself to greater collaboration across the different compa-
ny groups. Simply put, the cost structures of firms that have 
predominantly expatriate staff, coupled with the operational 
complexities of a business that serves typically low-income 
customers that are generally located in rural areas, suggest that 
international companies may not have the upper hand at serving 
this customer base alone. Rather, they will likely need strong 
partnerships with local firms at one or more stages along the 
value chain. Likewise, small, local companies may also struggle 
to expand to a relevant size. They, in turn, are likely to benefit 
from technical competencies, business model innovation, and 
additional resources that might be brought by external partners.

Based on the analysis of business models and the value chain, several major factors have been 
identified as having the greatest influence on this emerging sector. This is an industry with much 
variability, but where they exist, trends of relevance to the sector's growth, and resulting insights are 
discussed.

3.1 Service Levels & Sponsor Types

The choice of technology and overall approach to serving the market will eventually make or break a DESCO.
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3.2 Site Selection & Demand Forecasting

Mini-grid DESCO growth is driven by strong site selection and demand forecasting competencies.

Analysis of grid site suitability is the significant challenge for 
DESCOs, and has continuing effects on operations as it is cen-
tral to customer segmentation, potential revenue, and potential 
competition with other service providers (including the main 
grid). It has already been mentioned that the relative nascency 
of the industry means that there is considerable variability in 
strategies across companies. Even within DESCOs, approaches 
to site assessment are evolving quickly. 

Mini-grid DESCOs in the benchmarking devote substantial 
resources to ensuring identified sites meet minimum criteria 
in terms of potential customer composition, expected demand, 
and availability of generation inputs. There is broad agreement 
on which assessment metrics are most predictive of future grid 
performance, as can be seen in figure 3.1. However, the capac-
ity of DESCOs to effectively collect, interpret, and act on these 
metrics differs significantly.

The most rigorous approaches to demand forecasting use geo-
graphical information systems (GIS) to identify markets, and 
estimate willingness to pay, economic activity, and likely ex-
pansion of productive uses. The majority of DESCOs bench-
marked choose to conduct site identification and assessment 
in-house, reporting that the nuances needed to effectively con-
duct assessments made outsourcing the process too risky. Some 
DESCOs choose to outsource segments of the site identification 
process—such as data gathering—to third parties, but keep in-
terpretation of that data and decision-making in-house.
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Figure 3.1: Site assessment metrics applied by mini-grid DESCOs
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Figure 3.2: Site identification and assessment methodology

As figure 3.2 shows, DESCOs agree that site visits are integral to site identification, but some use remote GPS and/or GIS data to 
winnow the list of viable potential sites more efficiently and cost-effectively.
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Figure 3.3: Distance of DESCOs from the main grid

There are also slight differences in the relative importance afforded to main grid expansion risk. National grid extension was mentioned 
by almost all benchmarked companies as the largest risk to the long-term viability of DESCOs due to its unpredictability and its 
potential to eliminate a DESCO's market. However, grid expansion is typically slow, and although it may be difficult to reduce the 
risk of single mini-grids being absorbed by the national grid, DESCOs interviewed did not consider grid expansion a systemic threat 
in the near term.

For example, DESCOs operating in India are generally less concerned with distance from the grid because coexistence with an 
unreliable grid is not seen as a major threat to commercial viability. Likewise, most of the DESCOs operating smaller DC systems 
gave less weight to this issue, as did DESCOs with more modular AC systems. Figure 3.3 shows the minimum distance from the 
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3.3 Off-taker Risk & Tariffs

Off-taker risk is surprisingly low.

Off-taker Risk

Although investors commonly cite off-taker risk in the absence of a PPA as a major threat to growth, there are relatively few 
disconnections for the vast majority of DESCOs providing data, as can be seen in figure 3.4. Indeed, well-developed site assessment 
techniques are resulting in high rates of initial sign-up, and most mini-grid DESCOs enjoy regular consumption levels from household 
customers. Competitive alternatives, such as diesel generators and solar home systems, do not appear to be a meaningful threat to 
growth for mini-grid DESCOs offering higher tiers of service, with most mini-grids providing more consistent, higher wattage at 
lower costs than offered by other technology solutions.

Additionally, for all DESCOs tracking this data, over 80 percent of connections pay for energy every month. However, it is worth 
mentioning that there appears to be little increase in consumption per connection over time.

Tariffs

Implied tariff is what the customer would be paying if their spending over a period of time were divided by the actual number of 
kWh consumed. This is different from the effective tariff, which would take into consideration cost of the level of service received 
versus how much would be paid for a similar service from an alternative source. For example, a customer spending $5 per month 
on lighting services from kerosene lanterns or candles that provide X lumens of lighting would have a higher effective tariff than a 
customer spending $5 per month on 4X lumens of energy service provided through a mini-grid DESCO, as a result of the improved 
level of service.

As shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6, implied tariffs are generally in the range of $1-3 per kWh, despite variation of tariffs across 
geographies and customer type. Relative to other off-grid options, most mini-grids benchmarked are actually less expensive to the 
end-consumer when considering overall service levels and the quality of service that they provide.
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Figure 3.4: Customer disconnection rate for DESCOs
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Average = 
$1.47/kWh

Taking an average of the benchmarked mini-grid DESCOs—which run the gamut of a few hundred watts to several MW, and offer 
customers a range of service levels from Tier 2-4—as illustrated in figure 3.7, even the highest implied mini-grid DESCO tariff is 
lower than a solar home system tariff at the same level of power consumption.

However, it should be noted that while mini-grid tariffs on a per kWh basis may be lower, the payback period on solar home systems 
is likely to be faster. Hence, from an economic perspective, mini-grids may make sense (depending on the implied tariff), especially 
given that they can support greater levels of productive use. However, from a financial perspective, based on current cost structures 
and revenue trends, solar home systems may be more attractive in the short-term. Nevertheless, the comparison with solar home 
systems may not be appropriate, as mini-grids are more akin to the main grid, so perhaps investors should be considering mini-grids 
as an infrastructure type investment (which tend to have longer payback periods).
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Figure 3.5: Average implied tariff by geography Figure 3.6: Average implied tariff by customer type

Figure 3.7: Tariffs for mini-grid DESCOs versus solar home system DESCOs
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of business models

3.4 Current Operating Methods

The common modus operandi includes “build-own-operate” models and increasing investment in “creating demand” 
for power.

The benchmarking revealed four primary DESCO business models: build-own-operate, build-own-outsource, build-own-lease, and 
build-sell. 

Figure 3.8 shows that the majority of benchmarked DESCOs employ the build-own-operate model. Furthermore, figure 3.9 shows 
this is also the case across geographies. A desire or necessity for increased control across the value chain is cited as the main rationale. 
That said, it is worth noting that several DESCOs indicate that while the build-own-operate model enables control across the value 
chain and deeper customer engagement, it also presents risks. Indeed, some companies have confided that they would actually prefer 
to sell equipment and/or services to other mini-grid players. However, given the infancy of the market, players recognize the need 
to own and operate sites, at least until the business model is proven. At that point, those companies with a preference for build-own-
lease or build-sell models may have a higher chance of succeeding as technology suppliers to other owners or operators.
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Figure 3.9: Business model by geography
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Figure 3.10: Revenue source by geography Figure 3.11: Appliances sales by geography

Several DESCOs with Tier 3-4 service offerings are also encouraging growth in demand for the electricity that they produce through 
the sale of appliances and promotion of productive activities, both of which improve their average revenue per user (ARPU). Evidence 
of this across all geographies can by seen in figure 3.10. This is to improve the ratio of ARPU to average investment per user (AIPU), 
essentially making the business more viable. It stands to reason that it can be difficult to develop demand for energy services before 
they are available. Rural customers without access to electricity are unlikely to be waiting at the ready with TVs, fridges, rice mills, 
or other appliances that justify the load required by a Tier 4 mini-grid. The sale of appliances as an add-on is therefore a more logical 
approach, which, as one can see in figure 3.11, is being used in many cases. 
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The practice of developing demand for a mini-grid DESCO’s 
offerings might also suggest that the business model has more 
fundamental issues to correct. For example, if a DESCO is tar-
geting customers whose demand is simply too low to warrant 
(from a financial perspective) the use of a mini-grid technology 
that require a certain AIPU to be viable, site identification may 
not be as robust as it should be.

Additionally, for a DESCO to be both sustainable as a business 
and a potential target for investors, it is important to focus on 
delivering high-quality, commercially viable energy services 
to as many people as possible, as well as on ramping up the 
business to demonstrate that growth is both attractive and 
consistent. If the DESCO has to invest significant resources 
to develop a new “productive use approach” at each site, there 
are risks to the ultimate replicability, and thus sustainability and 
attractiveness, of the business model.

Finally, there is the mundane issue of management distraction. 
Simply put, the time required to explore appliances or productive 
use every few sites can be time consuming; and as with almost 
all early stage companies, DESCOs need to make tough deci-
sions about where to focus their time and effort. If there is no 
clear case for pursuing mini-grid technologies —particularly 
for offering Tier 1-2 service levels—the DESCO may want to 
consider using solar home systems that typically have a better 
ARPU:AIPU ratio, at least at the short-term.
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3.5 Mini-grid DESCO Profitability

Companies reach positive net income in five to seven years, making these businesses a long-term play.

Despite differences in business models and geographies, DESCOs are relatively homogenous in terms of the expected time to reach 
positive net income; this time period, as well as the estimated time to payback on the mini-grid system, is illustrated in figure 3.12. 
Generally, DESCOs achieve positive net income in five to seven years with East African DESCOs averaging just over six years and 
South Asian DESCOs closer to eight years (see figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.12: Expected number of years to DESCO positive net income and payback of the system
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Figure 3.13: Time to DESCO positive net income
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Within that range, there are some common characteristics that appear to influence DESCO net income, though it should be noted that, 
ultimately, commercial viability is influenced by a number of system design and operational factors, as well as broader organizational 
structures at the firm level. The influence of technology, size and service levels on financial performance are shown in figures 3.14 
to 3.16. Mini-grid DESCOs using smaller, modular systems typically have shorter payback periods. Larger capacity systems have 
the potential to be more profitable over their lifetimes than smaller mini-grids, but require more patient capital structures to finance 
the higher upfront costs and wait out longer payback periods.

Figure 3.14: Years to DESCO positive net income and payback of the system across generating technologies
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1

Figure 3.15: Years to payback of the system across system sizes

Figure 3.16: Time to DESCO positive net income and system payback across service levels
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Compared to some other off-grid solutions—for example solar home systems—this relatively long payback period of the system raises 
questions of the ARPU:AIPU ratio of mini-grid DESCOs. Simply put, on average, the revenue generated from sales is typically not 
sufficient to cover the investment in a mini-grid system such that it is paid back in less than five to six years. Some would say that 
mini-grid DESCO revenues must be increased—or capital investment costs reduced—such that the payback is closer to three to four 
years in order to become more attractive to commercial lenders and investors. However, it could equally be argued that comparing 
solar home systems to mini-grids may not be accurate or appropriate, as mini-grids should actually be considered as an infrastructure 
investment. Indeed, if built to grid standards, mini-grids could form part of a decentralized electricity network that is integrated to 
the main grid over time, potentially adding capacity to the overall power system of a country and, in some cases, even serving to 
stabilize the main grid’s “last mile.”
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3.6 Mini-grid Expansion—Potential & Challenges

DESCOs report that bold growth projections and high future capital needs are tempered by grid expansion uncertainty.

DESCOs can grow operations and revenue by building new grids, increasing the number of paying connections on existing grids, or 
by increasing the per-connection consumption on existing grids. 

DESCOs reported limited growth in connections and per-connection consumption for existing grids after launch, as shown in figure 
3.17. Growth in connections for an existing grid largely reflects different approaches to customer acquisition and grid design. DESCOs 
employing modular technologies are able to install low-capacity grids for a modest number of early adopters. They can rely on organic 
growth, installing additional capacity as demand grows. Conversely, DESCOs that build fixed-capacity grids generally invest heavily 
before installation to secure a critical number of customers to justify construction.
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Figure 3.17: Additional connections to grid since launch
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The majority of mini-grid DESCOs predict that they will double the number of grids in the next year and, in tandem, seek to at least 
double needed growth capital within two to three years, as shown in figure 3.18. In this context, most companies also report that the 
lack of clear regulation about main grid expansion is the primary factor that would reduce their ability to confirm sites in line with 
targets, and is thus a major barrier to securing investment. 
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However, as discussed in Section 3.5, we believe that there are likely to be other factors apart from grid encroachment risk influencing 
the ability of companies to achieve their growth aspirations, and therefore attract investment at this point in their lifecycle. The bottom 
line is that for growth to take off, it is paramount that the mini-grid DESCOs find ways to become more profitable in a shorter period 
of time. Alternatively, they must explore new business models that take into consideration the economic benefits that they may be 
able to offer, and accordingly attract public funding for those parts of the value chain that are fundamentally less commercially viable.

This stands in contrast to earlier feedback that grid extension is not a short-term threat to DESCOs' business. We believe that the 
discrepancy stems from potentially overambitious statements about grid expansion on part of governments and national utilities, 
and/or a lack of clarity on which specific areas in certain countries will be connected to the grid and by when. The impact is felt 
as DESCOs try to identify suitable sites for development, only to be told that those locations are targets for main grid expansion.
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Figure 3.18: Current and future finance needs compared
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Total capital raised (USD millions)

3.7 Infancy of the Sector

The sector is still early stage, with many companies relying on soft money to refine business models—the sector 
therefore needs time to mature.

While there are exceptions, almost all mini-grid DESCOs have received significant amounts of grant funding to date, generally to 
support upfront capital cost investments for pilots and to develop replicable business models. This is shown in figure 3.19 and is 
understandable given the early stage of the sector.
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Figure 3.19: Mini-grid DESCO capital raised to date
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But putting things into perspective it helps to take a look at figure 3.20, which shows that about a third of benchmarked DESCOs 
have been operating for less than a year, a bit more than a third for one to four years, and a bit less than a third for over five years. 
Of this sample, figure 3.21 shows that about half have achieved operational or full profitability, and the second half are pre-revenue 
or just beginning to generate revenue. This demonstrates clearly how nascent the sector is.

While this is not dissimilar from what has been the case for other emerging business models and disruptive technologies to take 
off, ideally there will be a move towards incentives for connections—which vary greatly based on population density—rather than 
grants to offset the high overhead of developing the business model itself. Such connection incentives would allow mini-grids to 
better compete against the main grid, which itself is often heavily subsidized.
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Figure 3.20: Number of DESCOs by time since first service launch

Figure 3.21: Number of DESCOs by stage of business operations
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Provide concessional financing
Leverage concessional financing for early-stage investment.
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4. FURTHER ACTION

The benchmarking reveals much potential in this industry, but also a number of challenges. Key 
stakeholders—DESCOs, governments, development partners, and investors—all have roles to play, 
and paradigms to address. We offer the following recommendations to help this budding sector 
achieve its potential.
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Strengthen business models
Revenue to investment ratios must be improved.

Collaborate with other players 
Create more focus on core competencies through strategic partnerships.

Look for synergies
Strengthen business models by creating synergies in bundling of services.

Provide clarity
Provide accurate information to enable 
more effective market entry strategies.

Recognize that off-grid is just different
Address the paradigm that off-grid systems have different cost structures,
and streamline pricing, processes, and requirements accordingly.

Decompose the value chain
Partner with DESCOs to share costs of the distribution network.

Think infrastructure
Look at mini-grids as a long-term solution rather than a "quick buck."
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Strengthen business models
Revenue to investment ratios must be improved.

As a priority when it comes to strengthening business mod-
els, DESCOs must more tightly align average investment per 
user with average revenue per user, as current AIPU:ARPU 
ratios appear to be a major impediment to scale-up. To do this, 
developers must move away from the temptation to design a 
technical solution and then look for a market for it. Rather, the 
starting point for a new entrant must be a deep understanding 
of the market, on the basis of which a selection of operational 
solutions is crafted. Alternatively, they must either have larg-
er numbers of target customers who can pay sufficiently for 
the services offered such that business viability improves; find 
ways to bring down their system and/or connection costs; or 
explore offering a range of technology solutions depending on 
the nature of the customer base. Otherwise there will continue to 
be a dependence on upfront grants, which could be detrimental 
to the sector over time.

Collaborate with other players 
Create more focus on core competencies through
strategic partnerships.

Especially at this stage in the sector’s life, mini-grid DESCOs 
would benefit from a careful assessment of in-house strengths 
versus where partnerships along the value chain would make 
sense. Collaboration must be considered as doing it all is sim-
ply too difficult, and in some cases probably not necessary. 
Partnerships between larger international players, more nimble 

innovators, and local companies are worth exploring. This may 
be particularly applicable in the productive use space, as this is 
not likely to be a core competency of the DESCO and may end 
up being a significant drain on resources.

Look for synergies
Strengthen business models by creating synergies in bundling 
of services.

Finally, DESCOs may also need to consider synergies in the 
bundling of services. Many options are available, be it combin-
ing electricity with appliance or thermal energy options, inter-
net services or financial products. By leveraging synergies with 
players from other sectors, revenue streams can be increased 
and the cost of customer acquisition reduced.

4.1 DESCOs

From a mini-grid DESCO perspective, there is still work to be done. Three elements must be considered: strengthen-
ing of business models, collaboration, and synergies in terms of bundling service offerings.
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Provide clarity
Provide accurate information to enable more effective
market entry strategies.

If universal energy access is to be achieved by 2030, it is clear 
that off-grid technologies must be part of the solution. These 
solutions may be roof-top solar systems that serve a single 
household or commercial customer, or mini-grids that lever-
age interconnection between customers to optimize system 
size. What is important is to provide accurate information on 
realistic grid expansion plans and, as a consequence, a great-
er degree of clarity on where and how commercially-oriented 
DESCOs should focus their market entry strategies. This could 
be through outlining of off-grid zones, or going a step further 
and designing concessions or other service arrangements that 
actively seek to bring DESCOs into structured public-private 
partnerships to serve the energy poor. This could also involve 
defining technical standards and specifications for grid inter-
connectivity, along with compensation arrangements if the grid 
expands into the DESCO’s service area.

Recognize that off-grid is just different
Address the paradigm that off-grid systems have different
cost structures, and streamline pricing, processes,
and requirements accordingly.

  Rethink tariffs. There are two ways to provide af-
 fordable energy services to customers: reduce the cost 
per kWh (tariff), or reduce the consumption (kW) for a given 
service. With the rapid expansion of off-grid solutionsin the 
past couple of years—particularly roof-top solar home systems 
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4.2 Utilities, Governments & Development Partners

For national utilities, governments, and development partners, three actions could shift the market: provide clarity, 
recognize that off-grid is just different, and decompose the value chain. 

offered on a pay-as-you-go basis—it is clear that people do not 
want kWhs or the grid per se. They want to surf the web, charge 
their phones, and light up their homes . Due to their cost 
structures, off-grid solutions typically seek to reduce the size 
of generation assets by providing end-users with a high quality 
energy service using the minimum amount of power. As such, 
they generally favor the use of highly efficient appliances (e.g. 
3W LEDs for lighting, 15W flat-screen LED TVs) to reduce the 
overall size of the system but provide the same level of energy 
services that much larger wattage devices require (e.g. 60W 
incandescent bulb, 65W cathode ray tube TVs). Hence, on a per 
kWh basis, it stands to reason that tariffs for off-grid systems 
may end up being much higher than for conventional grid solu-
tions. However, the actual spending of off-grid households that 
have access to services provided by DESCOs (be they mini-grid 
or solar home system based) are likely to decrease compared 
to current expenditure on candles and kerosene for lighting, 
and backyard diesel generators for running other appliances. 
Utilities and regulators would do well to rethink the current 
dogma that suggests that off-grid systems are “too expensive” 
on a per kW basis. This is by no means an easy conversation to 
have politically, but given huge changes in the energy access 
market writ large, it is certainly one that we believe must be 
started. 

 Reduce onerous processes, procedures, and licenses. 
 In order to support the development of the off-grid 
sector, policy makers and regulators must start to streamline 
processes and requirements so that DESCOs do not have to 
spend an inordinate amount of time, energy, and effort fulfilling 
requirements that are more appropriate for larger main grid-type 
infrastructure projects.

  Bardouille, P and D. Muench. May 2014. “How a New Breed of Distributed Energy Services Companies Can Reach 500mm Energy-poor Customers Within a Decade.”6

6

ACTION 4

ACTION 5
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ACTION 6
Decompose the value chain
Partner with DESCOs to share costs of the
distribution network.

In simple terms, mini-grids are a combination of a small-scale 
generation unit and a decentralized grid. For most DESCOs, 
the most costly, complex, and highest risk portion of the value 
chain relates to making connections to customers. Connec-
tions are costly because a large portion of the off-grid market 
is rural and, in many cases, households are highly dispersed, 
requiring cabling costs that are directly proportionate to the 
distance from the generation unit. This is alongside revenues 
which may be extremely low depending on the customer’s 
consumption. Connections are complex because they may re-
quire accessing or crossing property for which land rights may 
be difficult to decipher in rural areas. And the “wires” portion 
of the value chain is high risk because it is a non-moveable 
asset, vulnerable to extension of the main grid. Taken from this 
vantage point, governments and development partners could 

choose to focus efforts on reducing capital cost, complexity, 
and risk in the DESCO value chain by covering a portion of the 
costs of the distribution network, thereby encouraging greater 
participation in power generation and retail on the part of DE-
SCOs. This would be akin to encouraging independent power 
producers to supply MWh in a central grid where there are 
generation capacity constraints. We currently see the largest 
number of mini-grid DESCOs either interested in, or already 
operating in, the two countries where subsidies on the grid 
portion of the value chain exist, namely Tanzania and India.
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Think infrastructure
Look at mini-grids as a long-term solution rather than
a "quick buck."

There needs to be adjustment of investment strategies to the 
realities of what are still early-stage companies that feel more 
like a long-term infrastructure play. Even for smaller, modular 
systems, renewable energy-based mini-grids (which are typ-
ical for DESCOs) require higher upfront capital expenditure 
than other off-grid electrification industries, such as solar home 
systems or diesel generators. Investors must therefore be ready 
to employ more patient capital structures, allowing for higher 
capital cost, lower (though not necessarily high risk) returns, 
and longer payback periods. It would mean that investors shift 
to looking at mini-grids as a long-term solution, rather than an 
interim measure for households to move up the energy access 
ladder as is the case of pico-solar and solar home systems, 
which have limits in terms of productive use options. For this 
to become a reality, investors will need to be provided with 
assurance that the mini-grid DESCOs will be able to operate 
for a longer period of time without potential disruption from 
the main grid expanding into its area of operation. This may 
only be realistic where there is clarity as to the role of mini-
grids —along with other off-grid technologies—as part of the 
energy access agenda in a given country. 

Provide local currency
Remove the effect of currency mismatch and devaluations.

As the mini-grid DESCO segment matures, there will be a 
need to leverage equity investments with debt. Given that 
mini-grid DESCOs typically rely on dollar denominated inputs 
but receive income in local currency, what can be significant 
is that they have access to loans in local currency to manage 
foreign exchange risk.

Provide concessional financing
Leverage concessional financing for early-stage investment.

Finally, similar to what occurred in other sectors, including 
the telecommunication/mobile telephony sector and the solar 
home system/pay-as-you-go segment, it would be helpful to 
leverage concessional funding in the short-term to allow for 
additional learnings for mini-grid DESCOs. This is particu-
larly pertinent in order to support the testing of different ap-
proaches in terms of business models and technologies, and to 
support efforts by mini-grid DESCOs to raise the energy load 
over time, thereby increasing revenue and allowing the com-
pany to sustain its operations. This early-stage concessional 
funding could, therefore, be used to mitigate commercial risks 
in terms of investment return and contribute to the eventual 
scale-up of mini-grid DESCOs.

4.3 Financiers

To engage with this nascent but plausibly high-potential sector, financiers will need a mindset shift in terms of how 
best to play in the off-grid space.

ACTION 7 ACTION 8

ACTION 9
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CONCLUSION

The benchmarking results show that the mini-grid DESCO mod-
el is found across geographies and comprises a broad range of 
technologies and operating models, spanning larger hydro proj-
ects of several MW serving thousands of customers, to modular, 
low-cost systems supplying only a few households on the low 
kW scale. 

Regardless of differences in size and in approaches to serving the 
market, key aspects of these business models are converging, one 
of the most predominant being the prevalence of build-own-op-
erate models. The use of solar hybrid technologies, and growing 
importance of high-tech monitoring in the form of smart meters 
and different software, must be noted as well as the other char-
acteristics discussed in section 3.

Significantly, despite their technological and commercial poten-
tial, mini-grid DESCOs still face a number of challenges.  While 
mini-grid tariffs on a per kWh basis may be lower, the payback 
period on solar home systems is likely to be faster. Hence, from 
an economic perspective, mini-grids may make sense (depend-
ing on the implied tariff), especially given that they can support 
greater levels of productive use. However from a financial per-
spective, given the revenue versus cost of systems, solar home 
systems may make for more attractive short-term investments.

From an industry standpoint, challenges include access to ap-
propriate finance, managing possible grid encroachment or ex-
tension, regulatory uncertainties, and creating a strong value 
proposition in the face of rapid expansion of larger solar home 
systems in some markets. From an operational standpoint, diffi-
culties include the ability to find and secure high-potential (high-
er ARPU, lower AIPU) sites over time. 
Demonstrating that mini-grid DESCOs can overcome these op-

erational challenges will take more time. Even companies that 
have been operating for a decade or more have seen much of 
their growth come in the last couple of years as technology 
costs have decreased further and as businesses mature and 
“learn by doing.” However, this benchmarking assessment in-
dicates that there is cause for optimism: mini-grid DESCOs are 
continuously experimenting and refining operating models, 
and are demonstrating that off-taker risk has not been as much 
of a limiting factor to growth as previously thought.

We believe that with the right support—in terms of both fi-
nancing and also structuring a solutions-space which better re-
flects the potential economic advantages of mini-grids as part 
of the off-grid mix—mini-grid DESCOs can play a meaningful 
role in helping to close the energy access gap, particularly 
where productive uses are involved and require higher tiers 
of energy service.

The distributed energy industry is a diverse, young and growing sector, which requires appropriate 
responses from governments, investors, and the operators themselves to contribute more fully to 
electrification and development goals. 
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